
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name _____________ 

Date _____________ 
 

 

 

 

                

Title of Works 
Editing 

 

  

Capitalize the major words of a book, article, song, or movie but not small words like 

                   the, and, a, of unless they begin the title (The Sound of Music.) 
 

 

Underline or Italicize titles of magazines, books, newspapers, films, TV shows, long 

poems, music albums, works of art, plays, and websites. (The Price is Right) 

 

 

Quotations are for short pieces of work that are part of something larger, like articles, 

short poems, chapters, songs, episodes, or scenes. (“This Day in Science”) 

    

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  

1.  sal’s new movie Script is titled monkeys on the moon, and features the song moon dance whoop 

      ________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  kris like the music and told sal i’ll put it on our website MoonMonkeys.com 

      ________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  she’ll also writes an article called Moonkeys, and submited it to Space magazine 

      ________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  alexa want to help and notify her Friends at the television show animal earth? 

      ________________________________________________________________________   

5.  bedtime for bonzo, staring President reagan and a chimp, was a populer movie in 1951 

      ________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  the new york times movie critic may enjoys my script, too stated sal 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

7.  kris was reading chimpanzee, an article on the website Wikipedia.org                        

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

8.  alexa would helps with advertising by creates a large clay statue titled monkey future 

 _______________________________________________________________________ 

9.  sal advertise for actors in franklin times, the School news paper  

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

10.  i laughed quite hard commented Kris, as she read the scene monkey liftoff 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

11.  kris even decide to write a short Poem called monkey see, monkey zoom                    

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

12.  one of alexas favorite books as a child was Curious George, and its song upside down 

  _______________________________________________________________________ 

13.  later sal receive a call from the producer of monkey vision, a childrens play 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

14.  the producer would like to uses some of sals script from the Scene whoop-whoop 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

If small, think quotes ~ If big, think italics (underline)  
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Title of Works 
Editing 

 

  

Capitalize the major words of a book, article, song, or movie but not small words like 

                   the, and, a, of unless they begin the title (The Sound of Music.) 
 

 

Underline or Italicize titles of magazines, books, newspapers, films, TV shows, long 

poems, music albums, works of art, plays, and websites. (The Price is Right) 

 

 

Quotations are for short pieces of work that are part of something larger, like articles, 

short poems, chapters, songs, episodes, or scenes. (“This Day in Science”) 

    

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  

1.  sal’s new movie Script is titled monkeys on the moon, and features the song moon dance whoop 

     Sal’s new movie script is titled Monkeys on the Moon and features the song “Moon Dance Whoop”. 

2.  kris like the music and told sal i’ll put it on our website MoonMonkeys.com 

     Kris liked the music and told Sal, “I’ll put it on our website MoonMonkeys.com.” 

3.  she’ll also writes an article called Moonkeys, and submited it to Space magazine 

     She’ll also write an article called “Moonkeys” and submit it to Space magazine. 

4.  alexa want to help and notify her Friends at the television show animal earth? 

     Alexa wanted to help and notified her friends at the television show Animal Earth. 

5.  bedtime for bonzo, staring President reagan and a chimp, was a populer movie in 1951 

     Bedtime for Bonzo, starring President Reagan and a chimp, was a popular movie in 1951. 

6.  the new york times movie critic may enjoys my script, too stated sal 

     “The New York Times movie critic may enjoy my script, too,” stated Sal. 

7.  kris was reading chimpanzee, an article on the website Wikipedia.org                        

     Kris was reading “Chimpanzee”, an article on the website Wikipedia.org. 

8.  alexa would helps with advertising by creates a large clay statue titled monkey future 

    Alexa would help with advertising by creating a large clay statue titled Monkey Future. 

9.  sal advertise for actors in franklin times, the School news paper  

     Sal advertised for actors in Franklin Times, the school newspaper.  

10.  i laughed quite hard commented Kris, as she read the scene monkey liftoff 

      “I laughed quite hard,” commented Kris, as she read the scene “Monkey Liftoff”. 

11.  kris even decide to write a short Poem called monkey see, monkey zoom                    

      Kris even decided to write a short poem called “Monkey See, Monkey Zoom”.                         

12.  one of alexas favorite books as a child was Curious George, and its song upside down 

      One of Alexa’s favorite books as a child was Curious George and its song “Upside Down”.  

13.  later sal receive a call from the producer of monkey vision, a childrens play 

      Later, Sal received a call from the producer of Monkey Vision, a children’s play. 

14.  the producer would like to uses some of sals script from the Scene whoop-whoop 

      The producer would like to use some of Sal’s script from the scene “Whoop-Whoop”. 

 

If small, think quotes ~ If big, think italics (underline)  
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